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Abstract
With the ever increasing pressure to reduce processing time and cost, researchers in machining have begun to develop a body of
work centered around increasing the throughput of machining operations. While standard toolpaths exist, such as raster and zigzag, alternative toolpaths have been developed to achieve beneficial kinematics and dynamics for the cutting tool to better
achieve high-speed machining conditions. One such toolpath, trochoidal milling, has been identified to decrease machining
process time and increase overall tool life. Understanding the undeformed chip thickness produced utilizing trochoidal milling is
critical to developing advances in the field. This paper presents a novel approach to modelling the chip thickness of the process
for low to medium range cutting speeds. It has been found that the tool path cannot be described as a purely circular path, instead
requiring the model of a true trochoid, which is presented in this work. Utilizing efficient, numerical method, the instantaneous
chip thickness is solved for and validated experimentally with cutting force measurement, using a semi-mechanistic force model,
where the experimental cutting forces find good agreement with the simulated results.
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1. Introduction
While there are many types of machining methods in use today, milling is a primary method utilized throughout
many industries where material removal is required. The machining time required for a given geometry or workpiece
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is a main variable that has great influence on the total cost and production volumes in industry. Typically, machine
operators and programmers choose somewhat conservative parameters to extend the life of the cutting tool and to
avoid chatter issues, substantially increasing the machining time required. To this end, researchers have developed
work in high-speed machining (HSM) to reduce machining time and understand the implications of aggressive
machining parameters.
Nomenclature
Dc
Fr
Ft
Fx
Fy
h
K rc
K tc
K te
K re
Li
LT i
R cp
Rt
t
v feed
X ic ,Y ic
X if ,Y if
ߠሶ
Ȗ
ߛሶ

axial depth of cut
radial cutting force
tangential cutting force
x-component of cutting force
y-component of cutting force
chip thickness
specific radial cutting pressure
specific tangential cutting pressure
tangential edge coefficient
radial edge coefficient
length of line segment i
length from line segment i to X 0 ,Y 0
radius of tool center path
radius of tool
time of cut
translational feed
first line segment coordinate
second line segment coordinate
rotational motion
angle of measured chip thickness and x-axis
nutational motion

High-speed machining methods can be found in many of the top manufacturers in the automotive, aerospace, and
energy generation sectors, where it is highly favored during roughing operations. It has been identified in the
literature that HSM techniques provide many benefits including increased material removal rate (MRR), reduced
cutting forces, and the ability to mill thin walled components increasingly found in the aerospace industry [1]. Work
has been done to understand the stability of the machining process, with a focus on understanding how far a tool can
be pushed while achieving specified levels of surface quality, tool life and the avoidance of chatter [2-4]. It is
important to note that HSM is not relegated to solely pushing the boundaries of the cutting parameters, such as speed
and feeds, but has found new research directions in terms of tool path generation and selection.
Trochoidal milling is one such alternative toolpath approach, where previous researchers have found increases
tool life, with corresponding decreases in overall cutting force magnitude [5]. The path can best be described as a
combination of a uniform circular path with a uniform linear path, as can be seen in Figure 1. Within the trochoidal
milling classification, there are two primary models, circular trochoidal and true trochoidal. The circular model was
the first approach studied, where the focus was to develop a tool load prediction model [6]. In this same study, it was
identified that the milling tool is out of cut for almost 50% of the time, therefore a double trochoidal path was
implemented, where the tool would traverse the first half of the arc, advance linearly, then traverse the arc in the
opposite direction. This was found to increase the productivity of the milling path, however, the kinematic effects of
this strategy increased the cutting force magnitude due to the alternation in milling direction. The dynamics of
circular milling were thoroughly investigated, where it was determined that the maximum immersion occurred at the
center of the circular arc, corresponding to a maximum global force measurement [7].
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Fig. 1. Trochoidal milling toolpath with circular model (left) and true trochoidal (right)

More recently the true trochoidal path, which can be seen in Figure 1, has emerged and allows for more favorable
conditions in terms of machine kinematics [8]. This toolpath follows continuous tangency and is no longer defined
as a circle, but more so as a true trochoid, thus following its true geometric definition. While the true trochoidal path
is continuous, it presents challenges in programming and must use interpolation methods such as NURBS, and bsplines, to accurately represent the toolpath, limiting its applicability to more recent machine tool controllers. In
another variation of the trochoidal milling toolpath, the circular model was modified to have varying diameter
circles throughout the toolpath in an effort to control the machining force [9]. In the same study, it was found that
federate variation is not effective in force control and that the optimization of the toolpath geometry is paramount.
Another variation on the trochoidal toolpath was presented as the epicycloidal toolpath, where smaller diameter
trochoidal curves are overlaid onto a larger trochoidal arc, where the overall machining time was reduced by 20% at
the expense of a 10% increase in machining force and vibration [10].
Researchers have found that the mechanics of trochoidal milling, and the variations thereof, can reduce the
momentary increments in the radial depth of cut to a degree where the full flute length can be utilized, little research
has been completed in applying the toolpath in hard-to-machine materials [11-12]. One such study implemented
trochoidal milling in Ti-6Al-4V, where it was found to reduce the energy consumption of the milling process with a
corresponding decrease in the machining cycle time [13]. In another experimental study, the authors utilized the
circular trochoidal model to mill an unidentified nickel-based superalloy, where it was found that the tool loads were
reduced, as in other studies utilizing common material [14]. With reduced tool loads, it was found that trochoidal
milling could machine at least seven times more material than a standard end milling tool path, however, it suffered
from the formation of notch wear at the axial depth of cut line [15]. In another work, it was determined that the
cutting force of trochoidal milling of IN-738 superalloy was stable over the length of the cut, with increasing
magnitude based on increasing tool wear [16]. While trochoidal milling advantages have been identified, little work
has been done to model the process at the chip thickness level in lower speeds that may be required in difficult to
machine materials.
2. Approach
The previous work in trochoidal milling chip thickness calculation have mainly described it using the equation of
circle encompassing the true trochoid path of the tip of the tool [6-7]. As demonstrated in Figure 2(a), while this
assumption holds true with a certain degree of error in high speed machining, in low to medium range speeds, the
true tool path cannot be described as a circular motion. This necessitates the use of an alternative approach for
undeformed chip thickness and consequently cutting force modelling. The true trochoid path can be described by
two rotary and one translational motion, namely Rotation, Nutation and Translational Feed. The Rotational motion
is same as the spindle rotation and described by ߠሶ in Equation 1. The nutational motion is the circular motion of the
center of the tool and described by ߮ሶ in Equation 1 and the Translational Feed is the linear speed of the machine yaxis and shown as v feed . It is worthy to mention that the actual feed of the machine is the distanced travel by the tool
center over time and is a function of both nutational motion and Translational Feed. In Equation 1, R t is the tool
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radius, R cp is the radius of tool center which is derived by subtracting R t from half of the desired cutting width and t
denotes the time of the cut.

ª X t Rcp cos(It )  Rt cos(Tt )
Tool Tip Equation of Motion: «
«¬Yt Rcp sin(It )  Rt sin(Tt )  v feed t

(1)

Fig. 2. (a) True trochoidal path of the tool tip and comparison of the outer manifold with conventional trochoidal milling; (b) tool tip path of the
current and future trochoid.

In order to find the exact shape of the chips, Equation 2 should be solved analytically. However, to the best of
authors’ knowledge, a closed form solution for such an equation does not exist, therefore a numerical approach
based on finding the intersecting points of current and future curves (see Figure 2(b)) is deployed and proper
algorithm for defining chip area was defined. The numerical approach is chosen in a way that the computational cost
of the method would not exceed the computation capacity of regular processors.

ª f ( X t  future )  f ( X t  current ) 0
« g (Y
0
t  future )  g (Yt  current )
¬

(2)

Each chip area can be described by a combination of self-intersecting points (where the future or current curves
self-intersect with themselves) and cross-intersecting points between future and current curve. Considering Figure
3(a), a point (X 0 ,Y 0 ) between each arbitrary line segment is considered intersecting points (self or cross), if the
parameters I 1 and I 2 are smaller than unity. Having the coordinate of each line segment available, Equation 3 can be
written in a matrix format as Equation 4, where (X ic ,Y ic ) is the coordinate of the first line segment, (X if ,Y if ) is the
coordinate of second line segment, L i is the length of line segment i, and LT i is the length from starting point of each
line segment i to the point (X 0 ,Y 0 ). Solving Equation 4 for [I 1 I 2 X 0 Y 0 ]T and if and only if I i satisfies the condition
described above, the points (X 0 ,Y 0 ) will be selected as an intersecting point. It should be noted that, in order to speed
up the process, only the line segments that fall into the confining rectangle around the first line segment will be
considered as potential lines which might have intersect with the first line segment (see Figure 3(b)).
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Fig. 3. (a) Arbitrary line segments and a non-intersecting point; (b) confining rectangle for low computational cost of finding intersections, line
passing this rectangle only be considered for finding intersections.

Using the described algorithm, and dividing current and future paths into enough line segments, all the selfintersecting and cross-intersecting points can be found. The next step is identifying the intersecting points that lie on
the outer manifold of each path. This can be done simply by finding the points with the minimum distance to the
circle generated based on the tool circular motion assumption (see Figure 2(a)). Here each chip can be defined with
2 unique regions shown in Figure 4(a) and described as below:
x Region 1: This region consists of a path starting from a cross intersecting point (on the outer manifold of current
path) and ending to a self-intersect point on the outer manifold of the future path), this is shown as red in Figure
4(a).
x Region 2: This region consists of a sweep on the outer manifold of the current path between two cross
intersecting points. This is shown as blue in Figure 4(a).
Having the coordinates of each region available, the exact geometry of the undeformed chip can be found and
chip thickness can be calculated as the normal distance between lower and upper edge of the chip. This is shown in
Figure 4(b). The tangential and radial cutting forces can be calculated using the semi-mechanistic model of cutting
process as Equation 5-6, where K tc and K rc are specific tangential and radial cutting pressure respectively [3]. K te
and K re are tangential and radial edge coefficients representing the ploughing and frictional effects, Ȗ is the angle
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between measured thickness and x-axis (see Figure 4(b)), D c is the depth of cut, F t and F r are tangential and radial
forces with F x and F y as their component in x and y directions.

Fig. 4. (a) Chip area with regions 1 (red) and 2 (blue) defining the outer manifold; (b) detail of the geometry and measured chip thickness.

K tc Dc h  K te Dc
K rc Dc h  K re Dc

(5)

° Fx Ft sin(J )  Fr cos(J )
®
°̄ Fy  Ft cos(J )  Fr sin(J )

(6)

 Ft
®
¯ Fr

3. Experimental setup
To validate the chip thickness and force modelling for the true trochoidal tool path, physical milling tests were
performed. The workpiece for all tests was cut from a single parent block of Aluminum 7075-T651 cold finished bar
to reduce material variability. An Okuma GENOS M460-VE three-axis CNC milling machine was equipped with a
Kistler 9257B piezoelectric dynamometer to measure the cutting forces with 300Hz sampling frequency. The
workpiece was mounted to the dynamometer utilizing custom fixturing to ensure repeatable alignment and force
measurement, which can be seen in Figure 5. All slots were 50mm wide (2Rcp=50-2Rt) and were rough cut to a
depth of 1.3mm. To accurately capture the chip thickness for the modeled path, two passes were milled after the
general slot was cleared out to allow for a full trochoidal pass to be tested. Once cleared, the first test pass (current
path) captured the behavior of a full pass and was cut at an axial depth of cut of 1mm. The second pass (future path)
would then occur, keeping a constant feed rate throughout the pass, at a depth of 0.7mm, to capture the forces at
work in the chip creation from the first to the second pass.
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Fig. 5. Milling test setup for experimental validation.

All test passes were cut in dry cutting condition with a modified indexable end mill with a diameter of
15.875mm(=2Rt) with a single Sandvik Coromill R390-11T308M-PM-1030 carbide insert with multilayer TiAlN
coating with new inserts for each test. Cutting conditions utilized in the experimental validation portion of this study
can be seen in Table1. Note that the tool center feed is calculated by dividing the distance traveled by the center of
the tool by the time of cut.
The specific cutting pressure and tool edge coefficients in Equations 5 for Al-7075 was found from the work of
Otkur et al., and calibrated to be within ±10% of reported values and are given in Table 2 [6].
Table 1. Cutting parameters for experimental validation.
Rotational Rate (ߠሶ) [rad/s]

Nutation Rate
(߮ሶ )[rad/s]

Linear Feed (V feed )
[m/s]

Rotational Speed
[RPM]

Model Parameters

Feed [mm/min]

Machine Parameters

62.83

ʌ

0.50

600

1608.40

31.42

ʌ

0.15

300

327.66

Table 2. Calibrated specific cutting pressure and cutting edge coefficients for Al-7075 [6].
K tc [N/mm2]
961.385

K rc [N/mm2]
239.502

K te [N/mm]
15.5777

K re [N/mm]
14.0184

4. Chip thickness and force simulation results
The chip thickness area and calculated chip thickness for both cutting conditions are shown in Figures 6 and 7. In
contrary to previously published works in trochoidal milling the outer manifold created by the tool tip cannot be
described as a circle and it is rather a lobe in low to medium range speed which can be seen in these figures. The
simulated and experimental cutting forces in x and y directions are compared in Figures 8 and 9. As can be seen
from these figures, there is a good agreement between the experimental and simulation data, both showing the same
trend and similar magnitudes. This shows the accuracy and potential of this proposed approach for cutting force
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modeling in true trochoidal milling. The current error in the simulated force can be attributed to factors such as
incomplete force model and model parameters as well as undesired tool vibration due to the use of single cutter tool.

Fig. 6. Calculated chip thickness (shown as green) for the 1st experiment – with maximum chip thickness of 1.75mm.

Fig. 7. Calculated chip thickness (shown as green) for the 2nd experiment – with maximum chip thickness of 0.92mm.

Fig. 8. Simulated and experimental force for the 1st experiment.
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Fig. 9. Simulated and experimental force for the 2nd experiment.

5. Summary and future work
The objective of this work was to develop a numerical approach for chip thickness and cutting force modelling in
true trochoidal milling. To achieve this, a mathematical model of tool tip path was generated and a cost-effective
numerical method followed by an algorithm was implemented for identifying the self-intersection and crossintersection points of the tool path and corresponding chip area. The calculated chip thickness is then utilized in a
semi-mechanistic force model of orthogonal cutting and simulated force was compared with experimental results. In
the future works, the authors will extend the approach to modelling of the n-tooth cutter with arbitrary tooth spacing
and will include tool wear effects in the modelling framework. Thus the model can be used in force simulation of
hard-to-machine alloys where tool wear plays a significant role. Furthermore, moving from undeformed chip
thickness modelling, into the prediction of the actual chip thickness by taking material and processing properties
into account provides a future direction of research.
An instantaneous power model can then be developed, which can open the doors for implementing control
strategies in production, where the process can be optimized for the desired parameter, whether it is constrained by
machining time, quality, and/or tool life. Furthermore, control the chatter dynamics and stability of the trochoidal
milling process can be understood which leads to process time and quality benefits. Together, these works will allow
for the successful deployment of trochoidal milling in difficult to machine materials and for greater understanding of
the specialized path in traditional materials.
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